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COUNTERFLASHING
INTO MASONRY

BEGINS

IS WOVEN

The lower flashings on all four
sides of the chimney are covered
with counterflashing. The upper
edge of the counterflashing is
bent at a right angle and inserted
about an inch into the mortar
joints between the brick or stone
of the chimney.

Typically, the first piece of flashing
to be installed on a chimney is the
lowest piece, the apron, or base,
flashing. Folded step flashing then
is installed along the side of the
chimney, one piece for each
course of shingles.

CRICKET BRIDGES THE VALLEY
BETWEEN CHIMNEY AND ROOF

If the chimney comes through
the roof below the ridgeline,
a soldered sheet-metal cricket
can be installed on the uphill side
of the chimney. The valley flange
on the cricket is covered by the
roofing. At the corner of the
chimney, the flange wraps around
and over the folded step flashing.
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Roofing
overlaps step
flashing.
Apron, or base,
flashing overlaps
roofing at least 4 in.

Corners of apron
flashing must
be soldered
or sealed with
roof cement.
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Valley flange

miniature gable roof on the upslope side of

or aprons, the step flashings along the side,

the chimney that diverts water around the

and the cricket, if there is one. The top

chimney. Some crickets are big enough actu-

edge of the counterflashing

ally to be shingled, but most are covered

right angle and let into successive mortar

with a metal skin bent and soldered to fit

joints in the chimney.

the slope of the roof. A metal cricket is part

For a stone chimney, the irregularity of

valley flashing; part step flashing, and part

the material makes it tough to let in the step

metal roof.

flashing neatly. To provide straight joints for

The last step, whether a chimney is at

step flashing, a mason can substitute brick

the ridge or downslope, is the installation

for stone at the roofline. Brick is hidden in

of counterflashing

the attic space and concealed from the out-

(see the drawings

above). Counterflashing

overlaps all the

lower flashing pieces, including the apron
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side by step flashing.

